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The Incident:
Recently in two almost identical incidents in Vancouver, British Colombia involving oversized heavy
crates (Out-of-Gauge or OOG) containing expensive machinery equipment - suffered damage to the
bottom in way of cracked / bent wooden floor boards and lumber skids (beams) running longitudinally
and transversely during a routine lifting operation. The crate weighing approx. 35 tons was shipped on
a 40’ FR and was being transloaded onto specialized heavy lift lorry for inland destination at the time
of the incident. Since the structural integrity of the crates had been compromised it was decided to
cut-open the crate for direct hook-up to the machinery inside the crate.
Losses incurred by parties involved:


Project Delay in start-up for the consignee



Thousands of dollars in import storage charges while the fate of the crates was being decided –
the crates remained at the dock yard for over 3 months.



Additional costs related to crane hire and man-power to cut-up the crate box for direct hook up
of the machinery to the crane.

It this brief article we shall discuss the proper procedure for lifting oversized heavy cargoes / crates
with a-symmetrical CoGs (Centre of Gravity)

STRUCTURAL DAMAGE TO THE CRATE DURING LIFTING OPERATION

1- a-symmetrical CoG
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2- Bottom Structural damage to crate

Determining tipping of loads under suspension:
For any load stability it is important to ensure that the lifting points of a load (i.e. where the slings are
attached to the load) lie above its CoG. Under suspension, an object’s centre of gravity will always
seek the lowest level below the point of support. The load will only be stable if the attachments are
above the centre of gravity however; this is not always the case.
Where the lifting points are below the CoG it is important to determine whether the lifting triangle
(also known as the stability of the lift) are inside or outside the CoG or if the angle formed by the
slings is less than or greater than the angle projected from the CoG to the lifting points. This is
illustrated below:
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How to Lift a Heavy (OOG) crate with an a-symmetrical CoG:

Weight of the Crate = 40 T

(own weight of spreader beam is ignored)

In the above sketch - two long continuous slings (magenta color) are placed symmetrical to the CoG
which is spread by means of spreader beams to keep in ‘near’ vertical.
The angles b=c=800 define the force in the main lifting slings (magenta color) which are continuous
slings, treated as 4 individual slings or legs, guided around (not connected) by spreader beams (red
color) to keep it vertical. Since the lifting slings are not connected to the spreader beams the force you
would expect to be due to the angle a=600 with the spreader beam is now taken up by the four
upholding slings, also treated as 4 individual slings or legs (green color). You will note that by using
long slings with two spreaders with large angles will reduce the forces in the lifting sling to
approximately 25% of the lifted load (25% x 40 T = 10 T per sling).
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Always make sure the two lift slings are positioned in such a way that the hook of the crane is
exactly on the vertical line (purple) through the CoG (i.e. straight above the CoG)



To avoid the crate being crushed at the top, use two spreader beams (red) or increase the
angles α and β by lengthening the lift slings. Increasing the angles will also reduce the force in
the upholding strings (in green)



Make sure the lifting triangle (within the blue circle) above the spreader is so big that when it
is projected downwards (blue dotted lines), these will enclose the CoG of the cargo. This is
called the stability of the lift.

Simplified Sling Force Calculations:

HOOK LOAD: 100 t

S1

S2

50 t

50 t

S3

S4

7.73 t

7.73 t

Fv

S1

Force in main (slanting) sling

S2

Force in main (slanting) sling

S3

Force in upholding sling (green)

S4

Force in upholding sling (green)

Fv

Vertical force in main sling

Fh

Horizontal force exerted on spreader / lifting beam

α

Base angle between the sling and horizontal

α 60

S1

Fh

Fh

S2
50 t

50 t

Fv

S
α 60

Fh

100 t
Solving for Force in slanting Sling =

sin α : Fv

S

or

S : Fv sin α

Solving for Force Horizontal Angle (Fh) =

cos α : Fh

S

or

Fh : S X cos α

: Fv Fh

or

Fh : Fv

and also

tan α

tan α

Force in Sling S1 = S2 = 50 t each as they are considered as continous slings (not connected to the spreader)
(Note: The force in the main sling above and below the spreader will be the same i.e. is 50 t)
Force in Sling S1 = S2 = 57.73 t each if connected to the spreader [S1 = S2 = 50 / sin (60) = 57.73 t]
Force in the upholding slings S3 = S4 = 7.73 t

[57.73 - 50 = 7.73 t)

The Horizontal Force (Fh) exerted on the spreader / lifting beam Fh = 28.86 t

[Fh = 57.73 x cos (60) = 28.86 t]

(Note: The force on both ends will be the same. If these forces become too big; it may buckle or break the spreader)
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Points to Ponder:
Finding the exact CoG of the load is not always an easy task if not marked. Following points should be
considered before attempting to hoist an off-centred load.


With a-symmetrical loads, the CoG can be difficult to locate. Always ascertain the CoG before
commencing any lift operations



When the CoG is not equally spaced between the lift points, the lift sling and securing
attachments will not carry an equal share of the weight.
Note: The sling connected to the lift point closest to the CoG will carry the greatest share of
the load and thus could part.



The competent person in charge must guess where the CoG lies; rig accordingly and signal for
a trial lift always before executing the actual lift. If necessary adjust the slings accordingly to
balance the load. If the load tilts more than 5º after it is lifted clear of the ground it should be
landed and reconfigured.



To avoid an unstable lift, the lifting hook must be rigged directly above the CoG because any
suspended object will always move until its CoG is directly below its suspension point.



For a-symmetrical loads sling leg(s) may be fitted with a turnbuckle to adjust the length to
level it. Instead of a turnbuckle, ‘come-along’ of adequate capacity may be also used.

Disclaimer: This loss prevention bulletin is based on the author’s own research, knowledge and experience in the
subject matter and should only be used for reference rather than being taken as a legal advice for any particular
case or used for any other purpose.
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About AVA MARINE GROUP:
AVA Marine is a professional marine surveying and consultancy firm – founded and led by its principal marine
surveyor Kaivan H. Chinoy. The Company provides a comprehensive range of specialist marine surveying, marine
loss control & consultancy services primarily in Western Canada and the West Coast of the United States
To learn more about our marine surveying capabilities, visit our website at ava-marine.com
AVA Marine | Bunker Detective is also the member of the AIMU (American Institute of Marine Underwriters), CBMU
(Canadian Board of Marine Underwriters) and MIABC (Marine Insurance Association of British Columbia) and the
IBIA (The International Bunker Industry Association)
Global Network: Toronto |Houston| |Panama| Veracruz | Rio de Janeiro |Buenos Aires / San Lorenzo |Amsterdam |

Singapore |Shanghai
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